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Miley Cyrus - Liberty-walk
Tom: Bb

    Bb               Db
 Don't Live a Lie
Eb
   This is your one life, ooh
Bb                 Db
   Don't live in lie
Eb
   You won't get Lost
 F                 Gb  F  Bb (3x) Gb  F  Gb  F
Just walk, just walk

Bb                 Gb
It's a liberty walk, it's a liberty walk
Db                  F
It's a liberty, liberty, liberty (2x)

             Bb
Here's to all the ones
Trying to hold you back
             Gb
Trying to make you feel like
You're less than that
            Db
Givin nothing more better
Than to make you crack
            F
But really just trying put
Your dreams off track
            Bb
And you know in the end
It'll be ok
           Gb
Cuz all that really
Matters are the steps you take
           Db
And everything else falls into place
           F
There's no price, to pay
I say

           Bb
Well all right (all right)
           Gb
Yeah yeah (yeah yeah)
          Db
We gonna get it,
           Eb
When we live it (live it)

Refrão:
Bb                Gb
  It's a liberty walk, walk
 Db
 Saying goodbye to the
Eb
 People who tied you up
Bb                Gb
 It's a liberty walk, walk
F
 Feeling your heart again
Gb
 Breathing new oxygen
Bb              Gb
 It´s a liberty walk, walk
Db
 Free yourself, slam to the door
Eb
 Not a prisioner anymore

F                Gb
 It's a liberty walk, walk, walk

Bb Bb
       Don't stop keep on walkin
Bb Bb
       Don't stop keep on talk(shii)
Bb Bb
       Don't stop keep on walkin, walk, walk

Bb
     Don't be afraid to make a move
Gb
It won't hurt you
Db
 Just do what you were born to do
Eb
 And everything works that away
Bb
 Don't listen to all the people who hate
Gb
 Cuz all they do this help
F
 Make your mistakes for yah
Gb                Ab
 But they own yah, I just told yah

          Bb
 All right (all right)
          Gb
 Yeah yeah (yeah yeah)
          Db
 We gonna get it,
           Eb
 When we live it (live it)

Refrão:
Bb                Gb
  It's a liberty walk, walk
 Db
 Saying goodbye to the
Eb
 People who tied you up
Bb                Gb
 It's a liberty walk, walk
F
 Feeling your heart again
Gb
 Breathing new oxygen
Bb              Gb
 It´s a liberty walk, walk
Db
 Free yourself, slam to the door
Eb
 Not a prisioner anymore

F                Gb
 It's a liberty walk, walk, walk

Bb Bb
        Don't stop keep on walkin
Bb Bb
        Don't stop, just walk this way
Bb Bb
        Don't stop keep on walkin

Bb Bb
(Don't like, don't like, don't like, don't like)
Bb Bb            Db
Don't like what you do(what)
Bb Bb          Db
Don't take the abuse(so what)
Bb Bb        Db
Move to the truth(what)
Bb Bb             Db
People come on now make some(what)

Refrão:
Bb                Gb
  It's a liberty walk, walk
 Db
 Saying goodbye to the
Eb
 People who tied you up
Bb                Gb
 It's a liberty walk, walk
F
 Feeling your heart again
Gb
 Breathing new oxygen
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Bb              Gb
 It´s a liberty walk, walk
Db
 Free yourself, slam to the door
Eb
 Not a prisioner anymore

F                Gb

 It's a liberty walk, walk, walk

F  F  Bb
       Don't stop keep on walkin
F  F  Bb
       Don't stop keep on talk(shii)
F  F  Bb
       Don't stop keep on walkin, walk, walk

Acordes


